BMP#  HRS #1

TITLE:  HEATING OIL GENERATED DURING HRS CLASSES

Regulatory Citation:  6 NYCRR Part 360-14 and 374-2

Applicability:  Oil generated during HRS classes

Purpose:  Proper collection and reuse of heating oil.

Person or Department Responsible:  HRS Laboratory Assistant (629-7561)

Schedule:  As needed

Procedures:  At the end of each class, the Laboratory Instructor will collect all fuel oil generated during the class (i.e. bleeding, filter changes, etc.) into a transfer container with a spout. The collected oil will be immediately poured into the bench tank (WIL-1) in room 157 through the fill port. Any spillage into the containment around the spill port will be immediately cleaned up using absorbent material. No waste fuel oil is generated from this operation.

Record keeping: N/A

Record Location: N/A

Contact:  HRS Laboratory Assistant (629-7561)